
 

Hello again my Beautiful Sisters and Brothers.,

My it is as if time flies while dragging along. Spring is  
trying to get itself going, yet Mother Nature has had her 
own ideas. With the cold fronts with snow/rain  in them it 
is kind of hard to get work done in the yard.  

I have started clearing up the old plants that I leave on the 
ground to cover up and protect bulbs and  seeds through 
the winter. Found blooming crocus that I forgot I planted 
their tiny bulbs 5 or so years  ago. That was quite a 
blessed surprise. Now my hyacinths are growing buds, 
and roses are trying to leaf  out. So I am planting more 
seed and bulbs for the new year of flowers.  

It’s always nice to soak up the sun and the growing 
warmth of it filling ones heart with itself. Got some  red on 
my face on Sunday while riding the atv in the hills. Making 
the cabin fever and depression fleet  away some. Being 
locked down for over a year now has not been kind to so 
many people in so many  different ways. I feel for those 
that suffer from depression; knowing its hard on a regular 
day to cope,  much less during these very oppressed 
times we have all been through. 

My hopes for this new season of life is that we all get out and fill ourselves with the warmth of nature.  Mother 
Earth has so much natural healing, even just sitting and listening to the birds sing is therapeutic. I love working 
with the soil and plant things that draw in humming birds and butterflies, so I can watch  their beauty. As nature 
moves forward so does the photographic opportunities for us shutterbugs.  

On a brighter note: with the county here being green for a few weeks now Aztec will have its first in  person 
meeting this Thursday. We will have a quick one to get all of our business done before WM and  WP go on their 
planned vacation. It brings excitement within myself; and hopes that very soon we can  all be back to in person 
meetings, and having Official visits filled with laughter and of course a hug or  two. 

So, lets all get out and warm ourselves up a bit and fill our hearts with the new hopes that come with  the new life 
of Spring!  
Star Love,
 
Leah Adams Ray 
Grand Adah


